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Promoting 
a LOVE 

of 
Literacy 

Each year we  deliver our Creative Literacy workshops to hundreds of schools 
across the UK and beyond . You can view the full range of programmes on offer at 
www.as-creatives.com, or get in touch with us via email at info@as-creatives.com 
or call our office on 0151 708 8886. 

workshops for EYFS - KS2

as creatives’ immersive approaches engage 
even the most reluctant readers and writers, 
offering pupils fun and exciting environments 
in which to practise their skills.

Experiential, exciting and empowering, our imaginative 
and cross-curricular approaches harness tried and 
trusted approaches from the worlds of drama, visual art 
and creative writing. Amongst the many options you can 
choose from, are...

The Great Grammar Adventure

CSI: Reading Skills

Spotlight on Shakespeare

Pirate Literacy

A Visit from Bookman

Soundscape Poetry

Outdoor Literacy

as creatives’ range of Creative Literacy 
programmes offers pupils opportunities 
to explore and experiment with words in 
different contexts – and appreciate how 
effective spelling, punctuation and grammar 
act as the very foundations of language and 
communication.

“You were absolutely 
amazing and have inspired 

all the children and teachers. 
Thank you for sharing your 

talents with us.” 
Kate Fisher, Rickleton Primary
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The Great Grammar Adventure
An energetic way to actively explore spelling, punctuation and grammar!

We’ve spent some time perfecting the recipe, experimenting with different 
ingredients and trying a range of ways of blending them together. So The 
Great Grammar Adventure gives pupils a unique environment in which to 
practice and explore spelling, punctuation and grammar.

Chef Grantham Grant makes the perfect Spaghetti Bolognese – but 
needs to brush up on SPAG skills to get it on the menu. In a series 
of fast-paced challenges, children will have opportunities to practice 
and show off their understanding of SPAG – and to help Grantham stop 
making such a meal of it all!

Pirate Literacy
Purposful writing and a visit from a Pirate for up to 60 pupils at a time! 

Exploring (according to age): Spelling, punctuation, capitalisation, paragraphs, nouns, pronouns, noun 
phrases, verbs, modal verbs, adjectives, adverbs, fronted adverbials, prepositions, verb prefixes, suffixes, 
connectives, conjunctions, clauses, subordinate clauses, possession, tenses (including present perfect), 
cohesive devices. 

It’s widely recognised that people write best from experience – and this applies just as much to children 
as to adults, of course. So this colourful programme places pupils at the heart of a fictional world 
when they receive a surprise visit from our friendly pirate, Captain Morgan – who needs their help in 
recruiting new crew members for his ship. After meeting everyone at an assembly, the Captain will 
work with each year group at a time – in workshops that prepare for pupils for writing to entertain, 
writing to inform, writing to persuade or writing to discuss (the choice is yours). And as they return to 
class, he’ll throw down a Writing Challenge to help him overcome his problems.

Exploring (according to age): speaking and listening; writing to entertain (poetry, short stories, play 
scripts), writing to inform (recipes, job descriptions, risk assessments), writing to persuade (speeches, 
advertising campaigns) or writing to discuss (reports for The Pirate Panel).

We love delivering our Creative Literacy workshops in schools across the UK 
and they come highly recommended from teachers across the UK.  You can view 
lots of lovely feedback on our website! 

Fiction Fusion
Capitalising on well-loved stories to make new connections

How does its cover make you want to open the book? Through 
exploring this question, children will create their own unique 
bookplates – each one representing a hybrid of two of their favourite 
works!

Exploring: Characterisation, prior knowledge, creative thinking and 
fine motor skills.
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Pupils who tell us they don’t like “reading” are always amazed when they realise quite how much skilful 
reading they’ve accomplished by the end of this fun and busy workshop. From inference and deduction 
to skimming and scanning, from previewing to predicting and from context to content, CSI: Reading Skills 
makes no bones in drawing connections between the everyday skills required to interpret infographics and 
play computer games and those required to delve into more formal texts.

CSI: Reading Skills sees pupils working in small teams to help out in a time of national emergency – because 
a briefcase containing some Top Secret plans was discovered on the 8.42 to Little Padworth, destined for an 
Enemy Power. The only clues to the identity of the traitor are to be found in a pile of old train tickets, recipes, 
book reviews and faded photographs. If “read” correctly, however, they’ll allow the pupils to discover who 
took the plans and why.

Exploring: generic and transferable “reading” skills; the roles of speculation, inference and deduction in reading.

We deliver our Creative Literacy all year round but they are particularly popular 
during key seasonal events such as World Book Day, Shakespeare Week, 
National Poetry Day and Children’s Book Week! 

CSI: Reading Skills

World Book Day

World Book Day celebrates the joy and value of books and reading – and we have an exciting range of 
programmes carefully developed to promote a lifelong love of reading. 

A Visit from Bookman or Bookgirl - character visit
The world’s newest superhero, Bookman, has the extraordinary power of 
bringing stories to life – and he’ll fly into your school all set to help your 
pupils in doing the same. Armed just with his trusty Book Bag, he’ll make 
an unexpected appearance at an assembly before leading classes through a 
series of exciting, engaging and enticing drama workshops 
(all differentiated for age). And the outcomes? Connection-making, 
Freeze-Frames and Talking Tableaux, illustrating key narrative moments 
from a host of well-loved stories!

The Story that Saved the Day
Although the many tales of soldiers’ lives being saved by books stopping bullets are almost certainly 
apocryphal, stories do have the power to Save the Day. From helping us identify with people like ourselves 
to unleashing our imaginations to roam in fantastical worlds, books and their authors really can change 
our lives for the better. Beginning with a whole-school assembly in which we share with your pupils a 
book that’s shaped our lives, The Story That Saved the Day leads into a series of workshops in which 
pupils consider and/or invent other transformative stories – and celebrate them through visual art.

Bookman Rides Again!
If you enjoyed A Visit from Bookman last year, who not invite the homemade superhero back in 2019 – 
for Bookman Rides Again! After reacquainting himself with the children at an assembly, he’ll meet each 
year group in turn, challenging them, in age-appropriate ways to tell the story of the day he found himself 
inside one of the books from his library! Using  a range of drama approaches, they’ll weave magical 
narratives combining well-known stories and Bookman himself – and he’ll even leave you with his Top 
Tips for Follow-Up Writing!
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The Poet-Tree

Every tree starts as a seed – a seed that germinates and flourishes. And every poem starts with an idea 
– an idea that finds its form in words. In both cases, the journey to fruition is an organic one. And while 
neither topiarist nor poet can know what the final outcome will be until it’s there in all it’s glory, they 
both shape and prune their creations carefully.

This enchanting workshop supports children and young people in appreciating how a poem evolves 
from the pen of its writer – and offers them scaffolds allowing ideas and words to take root and grow. 
We’ll provide them with stimuli to start the process off, enable them to think structurally as they begin 
to piece their poems together – and emphasise the role that “choice” plays in poetry as they select the 
words, phrases, similes, metaphors and personifications that best suit their needs. 

Exploring: descriptive writing, connection-making, simile, metaphor, poetic structure.

Personification Poetry

What would the world look like from the point of view of a Roman Legion’s eagle figurehead? How would 
it sound to the gravestone that William trips over at the start of “Goodnight Mr Tom”? What would be 
the memories of Stonehenge? And what might the clock on your classroom wall dream of as it gazes 
down on all the learning below? This highly imaginative and interactive workshop allows children 
to harvest the fruits of both their own and their classmates’ imaginations as they explore notions of 
empathy to construct some uniquely moving poetry. Longer workshops will see them gaining experience 
in presentation skills as we support them in exploring the most effective ways to deliver their poems 
vocally.

Exploring (according to age): empathy, personification, subtext, descriptive writing, contrasts, rhythm, 
tone, pace.

National Poetry Day is always one of our most enjoyable -and busiest - times 
of the year. This year it falls on October 4th – and we have a whole range of 
enjoyable and engaging workshops for you, all tied into the 2018 theme of 
“Change”. You can find out more by visiting our website www.as-creatives.com. 

Soundscape Poetry

Those pupils who say they don’t like poetry will be writing furiously at the 
end of this magical workshop. Realising the power of “sound”, they’ll 
design and perform contrasting soundscapes on a text or theme of your 
choice – then be guided through a structure that will help them create 
poems that tell both individual and collective stories.

Longer workshops will see them gaining experience in presentation skills 
as we support them in exploring the most effective ways to deliver their 
poems vocally.

Exploring (according to age): onomatopoeia, alliteration, descriptive writing, 
contrasts, rhythm, tone, pace.
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Spotlight on Shakespeare

With William Shakespeare firmly back on the curriculum, our highly active and 
experiential drama workshops are all delivered by professional theatre practitioners. 
From workshops designed to introduce a group to a particular play for the
 first time to those developed to build on prior knowledge and understanding, 
our programmes all give pupils a uniquely “actor’s eye view” of the text
 – and we certainly don’t shy away from the verse!

Our approaches work with all of the plays in Shakespeare’s canon - 
and we’re happy to help you find the right play for your pupils. 

Choose from …

Speeded-Up Shakespeare: exploring the narrative of a whole play – in as little as an hour!

Shaking Up Shakespeare: wielding the power of metaphor by relocating Shakespeare’s narratives to well 
known  21st century television shows!

Seven Ages of Shakespeare: creating and voicing puppets to develop unique performances of Jacques’ famous 
“All the world’s a stage!” speech.

Exploring (depending on age, focus and time): backstories, narrative structure, characterisation, cause and 
effect, simple stagecraft, the roles of verse and prose, iambic pentameter, the power of metaphor, theatre 
history, “hidden stage directions”, Shakespearean conventions.

Don’t Forget … our Outdoor Learning and Shakespeare CPD programmes for 
teachers includes twilights, half days and full days - and can also be added on to 
the end of a day of workshops with your pupils for a fraction of the price! get in 
touch for more details. 

Outdoor Literacy

Schools’ outdoor areas offer a wealth of stimulus for learning in Literacy. Whether it’s an observational poetry 
activity, a reading challenge or a story-building workshop, levels of pupil engagement are always high when they 
are running about in the fresh air, looking for clues or following a trail. This is, in turn, reflected in the quality of their 
writing. Whether your outdoor space is mostly concrete and brick or green playing fields and wooded areas, we 
can design a literacy activity that will use this ready resource to inspire and enthuse your pupils.

Exploring: descriptive writing, contrasts, narrative structure, the roles of speculation, inference and deduction in reading.

Outdoor Literacy: The Book’s the Thing! 

Six children have reached the finals of a competition asking them to promote their favourite books and stories - but 
someone has jumbled up their entries! It’s up to your pupils to sort out the muddle, as they take part in an age-
differentiated, outdoor carousel activity calling on their knowledge of the world of books (particularly those related 
to the outdoors) and challenging their ability to make creative connections. And once it’s all been done, of course, 
you’ll be able to crown the winner!

Exploring: traditional tales, well-known books, characters and authors, genre, connection-making.
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0151 708 8886

“I would like to thank you for the 
excellent Shakespeare day you 

delivered before Easter. The children 
adored it and have regularly spoken 
about it since – many saying it was 

their favourite day of Year 6!” 
Teacher, Hasland Junior School

“The workshop was 
absolutely excellent and 

surpassed my expectations. 
I loved the way the children 

really got into the text, 
which was my aim.” 

Speech and Drama Teacher, 
Silverhill School


